
  

  

HIGHLIGHTS
� Signature AKG-quality sound with enriched bass performance

� On-ear headphone with closed ear-cup design for reduced ambient noise

� Long-lasting, comfortable fit with rugged, lightweight design

� Detachable, 1.2m cable with inline, one-button remote/mic for complete 
hands-free accessibility

� 3D-Axis folding mechanism and pouch for easy storage and safe transport

� 4 cool color options with emphasis on smart, tasteful design and AKG branding

Y50
ON-EAR HEADPHONES WITH IN-LINE ONE-BUTTON UNIVERSAL REMOTE/MIC.

AKG puts the fun into serious listening.

Discover AKG signature quality sound in a stylish, comfort-first, 
on-ear headphone destined to go with you everywhere.

There are a lot of good headphones out there but few have the credentials for sound 
quality that AKG enjoys – with over 65 years of Grammy®-recognized achievement 
and the respect of musicians everywhere. Hearing them is only part of the magic of 
AKG – as the AKG Y50s represent a new breed of exceptional on-ear headphone for 
people demanding more: more quality, more convenience, more flexibility. 
Their inspirational performance is matched by a bold styling and a lightweight, 
comfortable fit that redefines the category. Slip them on. Feel yourself escape into 
the luxury of rich sound with enhanced bass. Of hands-free controls placed just right 
for an ease of operation whether you’re plugged into your smartphone or other 
device of your choice.

Their closed-back design eliminates any other sounds but the ones you want to be 
hearing, providing a snug, comfortable fit that won’t wear you down like many 
headphones. Choose a look and color to complement your personal touch – while you 
become a catalyst for quality and taste.



  

FEATURES AT A GLANCE
� Signature AKG-quality sound with enriched bass performance
 AKG sound originates from powerful, 40mm drivers delivering an enhanced, 

punched-up bass response with minimal disturbance from the outside world 
thanks to their bleed-resistant design.

� On-ear headphone with closed ear-cup design for reduced ambient noise
 Removing those external sounds you’d rather not hear allows for a  

distraction-free environment with which to fully concentrate on the acoustics  
you’d prefer to hear – as it should be.  

� Long-lasting, comfortable fit with rugged, lightweight design  
 Headphones may sound great but unless they’re comfortable, they won’t wear 

well over time. The AKG Y50s lightweight construction and closed ear-cup design 
are engineered to feel like they’re barely there – yet provide you with a listening 
experience to fit your discerning tastes like a glove.

� Detachable, 1.2m cable with inline, one-button remote/mic for complete   
hands-free accessibility 

 Keep connected for work or for play while you choose between taking a call or 
riffing on a favorite tune – all without skipping a beat. Compatible with most 
smartphones, AKG Y50s address your on-the-go lifestyle but leave the decisions 
of what to do next up to you.

� 3D-Axis folding mechanism and pouch for easy storage and safe transport 
 AKG Y50s adhere to your on-the-go lifestyle, designed to fold down neatly for 

safe storage in a compact, protected pouch. This keeps them safe when you’re 
not using them – but ready to come into play whenever you need to take them 
with you.

� 4 cool color options with emphasis on smart, tasteful design and AKG branding 
 The AKG brand is something you can be proud to wear as they represent the 

very best in sound quality, making an overall statement that speaks highly of your 
personal taste and standards. There’s no reason why something that sounds so 
good shouldn’t look the part – so choose the color and overall look that best 
complements your personal style. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Type : AKG on-ear headphones with bass-enhanced sound,
  advanced styling, a comfortable fit and the convenience
  of an in-line remote/mic

System : Dynamic

Design : Closed-back headphones

Colors : Teal, Yellow, Red, Black

Frequency range : 16Hz to 24kHz

Sensitivity : 115dB SPL/V

Input impedance : 32 ohms

Maximum input power : 100 mW

Net weight (without cable) : 190g

Cable : 99.99% oxygen-free cable, 1.2m 

Main connection : Jack plug 3.5mm, hard gold-plated

WHAT’S INCLUDED
� 1 pair of AKG Y50 On-ear headphones  

� 1 detachable cable w. universal one-button remote/mic

� 3.5–6.3mm adapter

� Soft travel pouch
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